
 
 

WCWJ QUARTERLY ISSUES AND PROGRAMS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER 2018 

 
WCWJ (CW17 and Bounce Jacksonville) aired programs and public service announcements 
providing significant treatment of the following issues that were important to the community in 
the past quarter: 
Community Involvement 
Education 
Environment 
Local Activities 
Local Economy and Industry 
Health and Safety 
Politics 
 
PROGRAMS 
The following programs provided the most significant treatment of the above-identified 
community issues: 
 
Inside Jacksonville 10/28/18, 11/25/18 & 12/30/18 6:00pm 
A monthly news magazine show that spotlights people and places in Jacksonville created by 
students in University of North Florida's Advanced Multimedia Storytelling class.  Each story 
runs 3 minutes in length. 
 
Community Involvement 
Inside Jacksonville 10/28/18 6:00pm  
There's a way to own a business designed to reach the masses through community service. 
Among the many in St. Augustine, Two Sparrows offers customers a chance to give back in a 
one stop shopping experience right in the heart of downtown.  LaTrania Tolbert speaks with the 
person behind the operation. 
 
Inside Jacksonville 11/25/18 6:00pm  
Murals have been popping up in cities all around the world. It’s a way for artists to bring a sense 
of pride to the community. Joe Manuola sat down with local artist Nicole Holderbaum to discuss 
her mission to not only bring pride to the city, but also to the youth and schools through her Kids 
Mural Project. 
 

http://unftv.com/


If you think that a developmental disorder can stop kids from having fun, Surfers for Autism is 
here to prove you wrong. A non-profit organization, Surfers for Autism uses surfing to promote 
the inclusion of kids on the autism spectrum.  Steven Thompson takes viewers to Jacksonville 
Beach to show how teaching kids with autism the lesson that anything is possible, even an 
extreme sport. 
 
Inside Jacksonville 12/30/18 6:00pm  
A dream that started off with a mom and son turned into a safe haven for others who are affected 
by autism.  Spectrum Thrift Store is changing the way we see autism.  Inside Jacksonville's 
Johnakeshia Thompson speaks with the store’s team. 
 
Education 
Inside Jacksonville 11/25/18 6:00pm  
You can find Jacksonville resident Ciaran Sontag most evenings singing for patrons at various 
restaurants around town. While performing has always been a love of his, his day job is what he 
credits as being his true purpose in life. Reporter Hannah Guile talked to Sontag about his job as 
music teacher for the North Florida School for Special Education and about how he uses music 
to teach students to find their calling. 
 
A two-time Olympic swimmer turned a childhood trauma into a life-long mission when he nearly 
drowned in a pool as a child. Matthew Farina sat down with Nim Shapira to discuss how that 
mission has brought him to the first coast where he hopes to make a difference for local families 
through his Aqua Swim School. 
 
Inside Jacksonville 12/30/18 6:00pm  
How often do you use technology per day?  The question recently has been how much is too 
much.  People are always on their phones, and children are glued to their iPads.  Recently, some 
schools have taken this issue and made it work to their advantage. Inside Jacksonville's Zach 
Sampley has more on how schools today are changing how children learn. 
 
Environment 
Inside Jacksonville 11/25/18 6:00pm  
From years of neglect to a shine of new hope, the people at the St Johns River Keeper are 
fighting to restore the health of the St Johns River and help keep Jacksonville beautiful.  Bailie 
Staton takes viewers on a journey to see what it’s like to advocate, educate, and stand up for 
Jacksonville’s native river. 
 
Inside Jacksonville 12/30/18 6:00pm  
When it comes to endangered species in Florida, panthers and manatees are well known.  But 
every year for the last decade, thousands of people have gathered to raise awareness for another 
*larger* mammal. Inside Jacksonville's Sara Crouch speaks to locals at the right whale festival. 
 
Local Activities 
Inside Jacksonville 10/28/18 6:00pm  
A hard-working local theatre group strives for community enrichment by producing excellent 
productions and providing numerous creative opportunities to the public. Inside Jacksonville's 



Brett Raynor speaks with members from Players by the Sea to learn  what it means to be a 
player, and what goes into the  making of a players production. 
 
The Jacksonville food scene can be pretty predictable.  But as Inside Jacksonville's Reggie Jolly 
shows us, the first coast is raising the bar when it comes to cuisine... You just have to look for it 
at Secret Supper. 
 
Inside Jacksonville 11/25/18 6:00pm  
Reporter Tristan Reyes takes viewers for a walk around a Pride event in downtown Jacksonville 
to showcase the LGBTQ community and the support it receives from the local residents. 
 
Inside Jacksonville 12/30/18 6:00pm  
Plant Nite is taking over local bars and restaurants offering a new type of night out.  Each night 
has a different theme, but always offers a fun two hours of socializing, laughing and creativity. 
Inside Jacksonville's Erin Garnett caught up with some people to see what it's all about. 
 
The Jacksonville Sharks are entering their tenth season.  Inside Jacksonville's Michael Card 
speaks with players and the vice president to hear what they are looking forward to most. 
 
Local Economy and Industry 
Inside Jacksonville 11/25/18 6:00pm  
Just off the intersection Beach and Southside Boulevards lies a small game store hidden in a 
shopping center. Coolsuffgames has been in business for 16 years and is a part of a chain of 
stores throughout Florida. The store offers a plethora of board and card games, but it offers a 
very unique experience. Reporter David Swets talked to employees and patrons about their 
unique competitive experiences. 
 
Inside Jacksonville 12/30/18 6:00pm  
The automotive business can be competitive in Jacksonville - especially with such a large variety 
of repair shops. Blood, Sweat and Gears is a mobile car repair shop allowing people to 
experience convenient repairs without breaking the bank.  Inside Jacksonville's Stephanie Wolff 
speaks with the men behind the business. 
 
Behind every great chef, there is a story of determination, passion, and purpose.  A special 
person inspired Chef Kalin Anderson to turn his passion for food into his career.  Inside 
Jacksonville's Marc Mangra speaks to Kalin about his business and how it started in his home 
with his friends and his family. 
 
Health and Safety 
Inside Jacksonville 10/28/18 6:00pm  
A legal compound in the cannabis plant called CBD is a new way for people to treat anxiety, 
inflammation, joint pain and other ailments in a natural way without getting high.  Inside 
Jacksonville's Michael Card speaks with Sil Kaelin of hydroponic unique goods to learn more 
about the benefits of CBD. 
 



Jacksonville Beach is among the most popular in the country and one organization has been 
working to keep it safe for many years.  Inside Jacksonville's Erin Garnett caught up with 
members of the American Red Cross lifesaving volunteer corps. 
 
Cross Fit Gym, a local gym has found a way to make lifestyle changes more attainable.  Inside 
Jacksonville's Brianna Bartlett speaks with a few locals to learn their key to success. 
 
October is breast cancer awareness month which means it is time to get your mammograms. The 
National Cancer Institute estimates that there will be two hundred and sixty thousand diagnoses 
this year alone. There is no exception for the river city. Sara Crouch of Inside Jacksonville 
speaks with a local woman fighting breast cancer on Team Viking. 
 
 
OTHER LOCAL PROGRAMS 
River City Live Mondays-Fridays 8AM 
Live showcase of the energetic lifestyle of Jacksonville.  River City Live highlights the exciting 
things viewers may (or likely may not) know about Northeast Florida - including live music, 
amazing food, dazzling arts and culture, thrilling entertainment, incredible charities, and 
everything in between.   
 
This Week in Jacksonville Sundays 11AM 
A half-hour news format and addresses current issues in Jacksonville. 
 
I Know Jax Sundays 6:30PM 
Joe Talentino hosts this weekly program and is the place to turn to for finding fun things to do in 
the Greater Jacksonville area.  They tell stories about interesting places to visit, places to go and 
eat, food and drink, and fun stuff to do. 
 
 
NEWS PROGRAMS 
The following News programs are broadcast live on Channel 17.1.  All are locally produced 
news programs presenting news, weather, sports and issue-related feature stories.  Issue-
responsive news segments are usually one to two minutes in duration, unless otherwise indicated. 

 PROGRAM DAY TIME 
 
THE MORNING SHOW Mondays-Fridays 7:00-9:00AM 

NEWS4JAX AT 11PM Saturdays 11:00-11:30PM 

NEWS4JAX AT 11PM Sundays 11:00-11:30PM 

 
WCWJ gave significant coverage to the following local community issues during News 
programs.  The station’s coverage of these issues on news and public affairs programs is detailed 
below. 
 
 



CRIME & COURT 
 
Jacksonville Landing Shooting 
 
10/18/18 8:00 am 1:27 
 
Our reporters continued covering the events from the aftermath of the shooting that took place at 
the Jacksonville Landing six weeks ago.  The restaurant, Chicago Pizza, where the game bar was 
located, plans to reopen its doors to customers today – six weeks after the shooting.  However, 
the game bar (where the actually shooting spree took place) will remain closed.  The community 
feels it is best for Jacksonville to try and move forward from this tragic event. 
 
In the two months after the shooting at the Jacksonville Landing, the Jacksonville Tribute Fund 
raised nearly one-million eighty-thousand dollars.  One million was donated by Electronic Arts, 
the gaming company that hosted the tournament at the Landing. 
 
More than five-hundred people donated another 79 thousand dollars through a go fund me 
campaign. Those in charge of the money say one hundred percent will go to the victims' families 
and survivors. 
News4Jax learned that our first responders have a whole new mindset regarding how to respond 
to active shooters as a result of this event.  They have a much more aggressive approach moving 
forward.   We also checked with other agencies in are our areas and learned that St. John’s 
county has set a national standard when it comes to responding to mass shootings.  Now instead 
of waiting for Swat teams to arrive, police are now trained and equipped to move right in. 
 
Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting 
 
10/27/18 11:00 pm 1:49 
 
News4Jax reported on another mass shooting that took place in a Synagogue called The Tree of 
Life, located in Pittsburgh, PA.  Multiple people were killed when a gunman opened fire inside 
of a Jewish synagogue in Squirrel Hill, a historic Jewish neighborhood east of Pittsburgh, PA.  A 
local official said a worship service was in progress when the shooting began.  A Public Safety 
Director said that the scene was very bad inside and there were multiple fatalities. There were at 
least six injuries to include four police officers." 
 
The news of the mass shooting in Pittsburgh devastated the entire country... but some people 
have a personal link locally here in Jacksonville to the synagogue where the shooter opened fire. 
 
Locally, one man from Mandarin, used to worship at that synagogue.  He currently attends the 
Etz Chaim (hime) synagogue on San Jose Boulevard.  He moved here from Pittsburgh a few 
years back and used to attend the Tree of Life synagogue.  James was shocked to hear about the 
mass shooting at his old synagogue... he says he's very concerned about people he still knows at 
the synagogue. 
 



Governor Rick Scott, directed the Florida Highway Patrol to increase patrols at religious 
institutions across the state. Troopers were instructed to work with local police and sherriff’s 
offices to increase security.   
 
GOVERNMENT & DEVELOPMENT 
 
Brett Kavanaugh’s Hearings and Appointment to the U.S Supreme Court 
 
10/6/18 11:00 pm 1:51 
 
News4Jax covered the events surrounding the nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme 
Court.  The confirmation of Justice Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court turned into a heated 
political battle, following allegations of sexual assault and misconduct from when Brett 
Kavanaugh was a teenager. After testimonies in front of the Senate Judiciary Committee; an FBI 
investigation; Brett Kavanaugh was ultimately appointed to the Supreme Court.   
 
HISTORY 
 
President George H. W. Bush Funeral 
 
12/28/18 8:00 am 3:26 
 
News4Jax covered the funeral of President Georgie H. W. Bush, just 7 months after his wife 
Barbara passed away.  Family and friends shared touching personal stories at the funeral; notably 
from his son, President George W Bush of his father:  "He showed me what it means to be a 
president who serves with integrity, leads with courage and acts with love in his heart for the 
citizens of our country."  Noted at this time was a rare moment of bipartisanship as the nation 
came together to mourn.   
 
 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
In addition to the above programming, WCWJ’s two program streams broadcast over 5,000 
public service announcements throughout the day during the quarter, relating to the following 
issues:  

Children 
Make A Wish Foundation, 4-H, Empowering Girls, St Jude 
 
Community Involvement 
Best Friends Animal Society, Vet Tix, Wounded Warrior Project, FDOS Voting Options, Habitat 
for Humanity, Red Cross Hurricane Relief 
 
Local Economy and Industry 
Cultural Center of Ponte Vedra Beach, Marines, National Guard, USO 
 
Environment 
World Wildlife Fund  



Health and Safety 
Active Families, Boys Town Hotline, Poison Help Line, Ounce (Living Healthy), FEMA Up In 
Smoke, Swimming Foundation, Breast Cancer, Pediatric Cancer, Underage Drinking, Scam 
Awareness, Stand Up To Cancer 
 
CAMPAIGNS 
Jax Best 
An online campaign celebrating everything our viewers love about Jacksonville.  They nominate 
and vote for their favorite area events, businesses and more.  Then they can watch River City 
Live to see these favorites featured. 
 
CWGOOD 
CWGOOD is a network inspired cause related partner program designed to raise community 
awareness of causes we care about.  This program is designed to encourage people to give back, 
make a difference, and impact change in the world. 
 
#CWOpenToAll  
CW Network’s social and on-air campaign which speaks to the power of representation and 
inclusion. 
 
Your Voice, Your Vote 
Bounce Network’s community initiative that reminded viewers to head to the polls and make 
their voice heard in the midterm elections on November 6. 
 
Green Team 
Bounce Network’s initiative to reduce, reuse and recycle. 
 
Bounce Back to School 
This Bounce Network initiative strives to provide caregivers, educators, local community 
programs and other interested individuals the tools to help our children succeed. 
 
The Bounce Big Giveback 
This Bounce Network holiday initiative is designed to educate viewers on the importance of 
charitable giving in their communities, with an emphasis on literacy-minded organizations and 
foundations. 
 
Black Kids Swim 
Bounce partnered with the YMCA to educate parents and children on the importance of 
water/pool safety, provide information on where to go to take “Safe Around Water” classes, and 
encourage water/pool safety and enjoyment. 
 
WEBSITE RESOURCES 
The station’s website News4Jax.com/yourjax features information, videos and links 
corresponding to its programs.  These resources encompass a range of subjects, from current 
events to health and consumer concerns.  The website also provides a calendar venue for 
community event listings.  


